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Chapter 5

The concept of JEBAR: Evolution of baroclinic
planetary eddies over localized bottom topography

5.1 Introduction

A baroclinic current flQ\\·ing over sloping bottom topography on the rotating solid

earth can generate a barotropic flm\" field by releasing the available potential energy.

This concept, that is called JEBAIl (joint effect of baroclinicity and relief), has been

a powerful tool to explain s011le fundamental mechanisms in the ocean circulation.

As a compact review in the context of the general ocean circulation, one may refer to

Sakamoto and Yamagata (1996) (hereafter SY). In the context of climatology and long

term variations, several diagnostic ocean models suggest that JEBAIl dominates the

gyre-scale ocean circulations in both of the l\'orth Atlantic and the lorth Pacific and

that the climatologies of the external wind forcing are of less significance (Greatbatch

et aI., 1991; Myers et aI., 1996; Myers and Wem"Cr, 1996). This is not surprising when

considering that the major input of vorticity is originated in the rotating solid earth

and that the available potential energy due to large-scale stratification is undoubtedly

enormous in those gyrcs.

On the other hand, JEBAR also plays a crucial role in the seasonal variations in the

wind-driven ocean circulation (SY). The available potential energy accumulated by the

wind action is continually released over the continental slope to produce a subgyre-scale

recirculation. As a result, the seasonal transport variation of the wind-driven gyre is

"rectified" compared with the large amplitude of the actual wind variation. The above

mechanism was demonstrated in SY using two-layer planetary geostrophic equations

as the most canonical model because the model retains the basic factors required to

describe the importance of JEBAIl in the large-scale ocean circulation; i.e., baroclinic

long Ilossby waves and varying bottom topography (Salmon, 1992).

Furthermore, the recent TOPEXjPOSEIDO . satellite altimeter data (Chelton and

SchhL"X, 1996) show that oceanic baroclinic Ilossby waves observed in the extratropical

Pacific have higher phase speeds than those predicted by the standard linear theory.

Chelton and Schlax (1996) suggest that those Rossby waves may be distorted and
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5.2 Formulation

to smaller scale (say 100-200 km) eddies are presented. Section 5.6 is assigned to
summary and discussion.

(5.7)

p = Po/ouoLp.,

ha = Dh a•

(V,,, \~,) = ltoD(V"., \~,.),

10110L D
1/=TD;I].,II" = Dh".,

(x,y) = L(x.,y.),

UII + (-hI UIUI) + (-hI VIUI) - IVI = -~hIPx -TUI , (5.1)
1 'T I y Po

VII + (-hIUIVI) + (-hIVI VI) + lUI = -~hIPY - TVI, (5.2)
1 :r I y Po

hll +Ulx +Vly = 0, (5.3)

U21 + (_,IU2U2) + (-hIV2U2) - IV2 = -~h2Px + g'h2hlx - TU2, (5.4)
12 x 2 Y Po

V2, + (_,IV2V2) + (-hIV2V2) + IV2 = -~h2Py + g'h2h1y -TV2, (5.5)
12 x 2 y Po

h21 +V2x +V2y = 0, (5.6)

In this section, we derive a set of gowrning equations in two-mode form appro

priate to planetary-scale motions, This is because JEBAR is intrinsically barotropic

baroclinic interaction through topography. We also derive subset of similar equations

but for smaller-scale motions for later usc in order to examine JEBAR in quasigeo

strophic motions. We start with two-layer primitive equations on a ,B-plane including

Rayleigh damping and bottom topography. Integrating vertically within each layer

(denoted by subscripts 1 and 2) and introducing rigid-lid, hydrostatic and Boussinesq
approximations, those equations arc

where (V"' V;,) = (h"u",h"v,,) (n = 1,2) arc the horiwntal components of volume

transport of each layer; (u", v,,) are the componeuts of horizontal velocity and h" is
the nth-layer thickness defined by

where D" arc the constant layer depth, I] is the displacement of the interface and ha is

the bottom topography. The other notations arc conventional: the Coriolis parameter

I = 10 + (JoY, the depth-independent pressure p(x, y), the mean density Po and the

reduced gravity g' = (P2.- PI)/Po' The Rayleigh damping coefficient is denoted by T.

Using the characteristic length scale L, vclocity scale lto and depth scale D (=
D I + D2 ), we nondimensiona.lize variables as follows:

amplified by bottom topography. Eddy trajectories detected by neutrally buoyant

floats in the Sargasso Sea (Freeland et aI., 1975) also imply topographic control.

The above results from the models and the obseryations motimte us to demoustrate

the basic properties of JEBAR both on planetary geostrophic and on quasigeostrophic

scales in a manner of geophysical fluid dynamics. In this paper, we solve numerically the

two-mode equations with weak dissipation and with no external forcing [see (5.31) and

(5.32)] as an initial value problem of a Gaussian-type, pure baroclinic eddy interacting

with a specified meridional ridge (or trench). This particular choice of topography is

due to ubiquity in the real ocean as well as mathematical simplicity. In this way, we

describe the effect of localized bottom topography on pure baroclinic eddies in terms

of JEBAR.

With regard to the present problem, Barnier (1988) introduced an ocean ridge as a

generator of Rossby waves of annual period. Using a two-layer quasigeostrophic model

with realistic seasonal winds, he found that a baroclinic Rossby "'ave excited at an

eastern boundary is attenuated above the ridge by releasing its potential energy to

build up a barotropic mode; a wind-forced barotropic mode, on the other hand, may

cause discontinuity over the ridge, leading to a baroclinic mode. Louis and Smith (1982)

discussed the radiation of a barotropic field by a barotropic eddy over a topographic

slope. The motion of a barotropic eddy o"er sloping bottom topography is im'estigated

by several authors (e.g., Grimshm" et aI., 1994a). We also count only a fe'" studies

on a baroclinic eddy in the presence of bottom topography. Hemotay (19S1) analyzed

continuously stratified, quasigeostrophic equations and shOlYC'd that the coupled efl'ect

of a mean flo,,' and bottom topography may af!"cct the amplitude and phase speed

of a solitary baroclinic eddy. Smith and O'Brien (19S3) and Smith (19S6) used t,yo

layer primitive equations and concluded that the combination of topographic waves

and nonlinear self-advection determines the direction of the eddy motion.

In the numerical experiments ,,,ith a flat bottom, quasigeostrophic mesoscale eddies

with strong nonlinearity show some interesting features such as meridional migration

and baroclinic instability (e.g., McWilliams and Flier!, 1979). The planetary geo

strophic eddies may possess the strong nonlinearity due to large horizontal divergence,

and hence, despite the lack of the relative vorticity, may exhibit similar tendencies due

to JEBAR.

Our plan of this chapter is as follows. In Section 5.2, the planetary geostrophic

equations arc derived from the two-layer primitive equations. The model ocean, initial

condit,ions and parameters used in the experiments arc given in Section 5.3, Section 5.4

presents the numerical results of the planetary geostrophic eddies and discusses the

westmml motion of the baroclinic field and the barotropic flow field generated by

energy conversion. We particularly focus on the role of JEBAR in this section. In

Section 5.5, some compit'mentary experiments using similar equations but appropriate
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alld

t = (L/7;)t. for the momentum equations,

t = (L/c)t. for the continuity equations,

(dimensionless variables are denoted temporarily by an asterisk) where

_ -2 gD
c == PoLo == Po fJ (5.8)

5.2.1 The planetary geostrophic equations

We first consider the following parameter regime (cf. Williams and Yamagata,
1984):

P -> 1, Ro ~ 1, RoP -> 1, a -> 1. (5.16)

Furthermore, we hereafter treat the extreme case of a barotropic Rossby wave with

infinite 7; just for simplicity, so that the barotropic adjustment takes place instanta

neously. Then, the horizontal velocity depends 011 time t only parametrically. The
maill balance is reduced to

(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

- flit = -hlPr - kU"

fU I = -hlPy - kllt,

Ph" + 8(U,,, + V,y) = 0,
1

- fV2 = -h2Pr + dld28h2h'r - kU2,

1
fU2 = -h2Py + d,d28h2h,y - kV2,

ph2/ + 8(U2r + V2y ) = 0,

with

where

8=~
D,

measures the initial amplitude of the interface displacement, 6" relative to the undis

turbed upper-layer depth. That is, the advective velocity scale Uo is related to 6 1 by

geostrophic balance in the upper layer:
!V2/ +Ro [(-hI U2V2) + (-hI V2V2) ] + fU2 = -h2Py+_~_I_h2h,y-kV2' (5.13)
F 2 r 2 y RoFd,d2

are the phase speeds of long barotropic and baroclinic Rossby waves, respectively. New

length scales I o and I o denote the barotropic Rossby radius and baroclinic Rossby

radius, respectively. With the abo\"e scaling, "'e have the nondimensionalized equations:

and

g'6, D2
Uo = foL D' (5.25)

In this particular regime, 8 ---> 1 [see (5.16)] as usual for planetary ocean eddies. From

(5.19) and (5.22), the transport streamfunction 'Iji is defined by

U, + U2 = -'ljiy and V, +V2 = "1/'". (5.26)

On the other hand, from (5.17), (5.18), (5.20), (5.21) and USillg (5.26), we have

h, 1 h,h2
U, = -Jj'ljiy + d

l
d

2
8 pH (- fh,y - kh lr ), (5.27)

hI 1 hl h2
Vi = Jj"l/Ir + d

l
d

2
8 pH (+ fil lr - kh ly ), (5.28)

h2 1 h,il2
U2 = -Jj"l/Iy - d,d

2
8 pH (- filly - kh l ,·), (5.29)

h2 1 h lh2 .
V1 = JjVlr - d,r/

2
8 pH (+fil lr - kil ly ), (5.30)

(5.15)

(5.14)

k = To.d = 0:-
" D'

Uo
Ro = foL'

__ fJL 2
_ (!:.-)2

F - gD - I o
P

= PoL
fo '

(note that P/F = 7;/(/oL) and so forth), and

where a == L/La wit.h La another length scale for the bottom topography. The

nondimensional parameters are defined by
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where H = hi + h2 is the total depth and we have neglected k2 compared with p.
Adding lower-layer equations [(5.20), (5.21)1 to the upper-layer equations [(5.17),

(5.18)J and taking the curl after dividing by H, \I'e obtain the barotropic potential

vorticity equation:

order in the corresponding asymptotic series. We use (5.34) and (5.35) to demonstrate

the effect of JEBAR in Section 3.5. Barnier (1988) used the frictionless form of (5.34)

and (5.35) to explain the generation mechanism of wind-forced baroclinic Rossby waves
over an ocean ridge.

(5.31) 5.3 The model

where J denotes the Jacobian operator and hi is replaced by h for simplicity. We

prefer h to 1) because h suffers from 0(1) variations. On the other hand, the continuity

equation (5.19) yields the baroclinic equation which governs the time evolution of the

h-field:

(
h) (h(H - h)) (h(H - h) )/3h,+oJ 7jJ'H +J h, IHd

1
d
2

-k\1· PHd
l
d2 \1h =0. (5.32)

In the main experiment using the planetary geostrophic equations, we assume the
following dimensional parameters:

10 = 1 X 10-4
S-I, /30 = 1.67 X 10-11 m-Is- I (at 43.43°1\),

L = 600 km (eddy radius) (5.36)

D = 4000 m, D I = 1000 m, D2 = 3000 m,

09' = 0.02 ms-2.

5.2.2 The quasigeostrophic equations

We next consider the following parameter regime: for i « 1,

(5.38)

(5.39)

H = 1 ± 0.15sech2(x - 8),

Thus, the phase speed of the baroclinic Rossby \I'ave is e = 2.5 x 10-2 ms- I , the

baroclinic Rossby radius t D = 38.7 km, the charact.cristic time scale Lie = 279 days

and the corresponding nondimensional parameters arc /3 = 0.1, dl = 0.25 and d2 =

0.75. For the Rayleigh damping coefficient, \I'e take k = 7.5 X 10-4 , corresponding to

1.-
1 = 154 days; it will turn out that the Rayleigh damping docs not prm'ide a true

decay rate for the baroclinic motion (Section 5.4). The eddy amplitude 0 is vmied (0.2

or 0.8) in the experiment. The parameter values for the complementary experiment
for the smaller-scale motion \\'ill be gi\'en in Section 5.5.

Our model ocean is a zonal channel ranging a :S I :S 16 and -5 :S y :S 5, which is

broad enough to a\'oid the boundary effect. Solid \\'alls arc located at y = ±5, along
\\'hich the free-slip condition

(5.37)

which is derived from (5.28) and (5.30) with '1/1 = 0, is imposed. The bottom topography
is given by

which represents a meridional ridge (minus sign) or a trendl (plus sign), having the

same e-folding width 115 the eddy radius (Fig. 5.1).

The simultanous equations (5.31) and (5.32) arc solved numerically as an initial

value problem. The initial state is a Gaussian eddy given by

(5.33)

(5.34)

(5.35)

J('I/), By +1)8) = J(1)8, d l d;I1)) - J(\127jJ,

Bl), + F J('l/l, 1)) + J('I/' -1), By) + 1\\12('1/1 - 1)) = 0,

We note here that the barotropic adjustment is completed instantaneously in the

present model by the diagnostic equation (5.31). The baroclinic process, hO\l'ever,

is described by the prognostic equation (5.32). We also note that both vertical modes

arc connected by the JEBAR term [the first term on the right-hand side of (5.31)J and

the modal interaction term [the second term of (5.32)J. Salmon (1992) investigated

similar equations analytically in relation to the Gulf Stream separation.

where B, E and Fare 0(1) marker parameters. In addition, the approximation of

C --> 00 is again introduced to focus on JEBAR. Then, all dependent variables arc

expanded to the asymptotic series in powers of i as a usual manner and are substituded

into (5.9)-(5.14). This intermediate scaling in the two-layer system including a moving

lower layer leads to linear quasigeostrophic equations. From the O(€) balance, the

two-mode equations corresponding to this scaling arc obtained with Rayleigh damping

(k = J(i)

where '1/' = d1'1/'1+ d2'1/'2 is the total transport streamfunction with '1/'" the quasigeo

strophir sl.reamfunction of the nth layer and all dependent variables are of leading

where the minus (plus) sign corresponds to a cold (warm) eddy (Fig. 5.1). In the

present model, the barotropic component 1/1 is produred by the interaction between the

barodinic eddy and the bottom topography.
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5.4.1 Overview

5.4 JEBAR on the planetary geostrophic motion

Figure 5.1. Vertical section of the zonal channel at y = O. Lines plotted arc the initial values
h = 0.25 {I - 8exp [-(x - 12)2 - y2]} and the meridional ridge H = 1 - 0.15 sech2(x - 8).
The meridional trench (not shown) is just symmetry of the ridge about the flat bottom.

In the actual calculation, the equations arc approximated to a centered finite differ

ence form on 129 x 81 regular-spacing grid points with the Arakawa Jacobian (although

not necessary for the present nonconservative equations), and arc integrated by using

the wmbination of the simple leapfrog and the SOR methods.

5.4.2 JEBAR forcing and barotropic flow field

We consider here the JEBAR forcing in the barotropic equation (5.31) in the case
of a cold eddy impinging on the meridional ridge (Fig. 5.2).

When a cold eddy ascends the eastern flank of the ridge, the JEBAR term generates

positive (negative) vorticity at the northern (southern) half of the ridge. This vorticity

input allows barotropic currents to cross the f /H contours; otherwise the currents just

follow those contours. When the eddy travels farther westward, a similar argument

holds for the western flank of the ridge. Accordingly, a barotropic cyclonic gyre is

generated over the ridge together with an anticyclonic gyre just to the south as shown

in Fig. 5.2. The JEBAR forcing also emits barotropic waves ("'ith an infinite speed

in the present approximation) when the baroclinic eddy interacts "'ith the ridge. The

barotropic cyclonic gyre cancels the baroclinic lower-layer anticyclone; this presents a

clear example of spontaneous compensation caused by thr interaction bet"'een the h

ficld and the topographic slope. A warm eddy generates a barotropic field of opposite

sign (Fig. 5.3). However, the westward barotropic jet over the ridge appears to be

narrmrer and hence stronger than the eastward jet indnced by the cold eddy; this is

related to the asymmetry of vortex stretching.

"Ve have seen that baroclinicity together with a localized topographic slope gener

ates barotropic flo,,'s (or waves) as a result of JEBAR Those barotropic "'a"es may

produce a western boundary current in a way similar to "'ind-forced motions described

by Anderson and Gill (1975). Hence, in the context of the general ocean circulation,

the JEBAR-induced barotropic flmrs (or waves) may contribnte to the short-term "ari

ations of the ,restern boundary current (cf. SY).

16128
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In this section, we present the numerical solutions to (5.31) and (5.32). Figures 5.2

5.5 shO\,' the time evolution of h aud 1/.' for the initial values of moderate amplitude

(0 = 0.2). Figure 5.2 (5.3) corresponds to a cold (warm) eddy in the presence of the

meridional ridge. Figures 5.4 and 5.5, on the other hand, show solutions for the same

eddies in the presence of the trench. In all cases, the baroclinic eddies propagate basi

cally westward at the speed of the long baroclinic planetary wave, but the topography

severely deforms the shape and affects the motion of the eddies. Those figures also

demonstrate the meridional asymmetry due to the large-scale dynamics. Figure 5.6

shows the zonal motion of the eddy center, which is defined simply by the maximum of

the interface displacement, as a function of time. Comparing those diagrams with the

field of the streamfnnction 1/', it is easily deduced that the induced barotropic flo,,'s may

distort properties of the baroclinic eddy. Figure 5.7 shows the geostrophic contours of

the lower layer, q2 = f/h2 . Finally, energy conversion as a function of time is shown

in Fig. 5.8, corresponding to Figs 5.2 and 5.3. Detailed description and explanation of

the whole results arc presentrd below.

5.4.3 Westward motion of the barocIinic field

A simple qnalitative explanation about the eddy motion over the ridge is given here

in terms of vortex stretching in the 10"'er layer.

Over the flat bottom, the planetary beta effect balances with the vortex stretching

in the lower layer, which assures the westward phase propagation. [That is, for a

lower-layer anticyclone (cyclone), a northward (southward) current at the eddy front

compensates for the large positive (negative) wrtex stretching.] The propagation speed

depends on the equivalent depth h1hdH [see (5.32)], so that a warm eddy moyes faster

than a cold eddy of the same size as seen in Fig. 5.6 (see also Cushman-Raisin et

a!., 1990). When a cold eddy (i.e., a lower-layer anticyclone) climbs the ridge, the

water column in the 10"'er layer shrinks. Since the meridional motion of the center

of the baroclinic field is very wrak (verified from Fig. 5.2 a posterior'i), the resulting

decrease of the positive vorticity is compensated only by thl' barotropic-baroclinic

interaction played by the second term of (5.32). (This is also another interpretation
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t=7

h

t=7

t = 5

t=l

t=3

t=4

h

Figure 5.2. Evolution of the cold eddy of amplitude /j = 0.2 in the presence of the meridional
ridge: It (left) aud 1/; (right) which are solutions to the planetary geostrophic equations. Each
panel shows 0 :s x :s 16 and -4 :s y :s 4. The constant. depth at rest has been subtracted
fr01l1 the values of It. Contour interval is 5 x 10-3 for both It and 1/;. The regions of negative

values are shaded.

Figure 5.3. As in Fig. 5.2 but for the wann eddy in the presence of the meridional ridge.
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t=l

t=3

ht = 1

t = 5 t=5

J
t=7 t=7

~

t=3

h

Figure 5.4. As in Fig. 5.2 but for the cold eddy in the presence of the llleridional trench. Figure 5.5. As in Fig. 5.2 but for the walln eddy in the presence of the meridional trench.
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4
x

8 10 12
x

Figure 5.6. Time variations in the 7,ollal position of the center of the "-field, defilled as the
mllximUln of the interface displacement. (a) 6 = 0.2, ridge case. (b) 6 = 0.2, trench case. (c)
6 = 0.8, ridge case. (d) 6 = 0.8, trench case. The dotted lines show the flat-bottom case.

of deep compensation canscd by JEBAR.) That is, the horizontal convergence of the

eastward b1u'otropic f10\\' pushing the eddy front from the west may maintain the vortex

stretching (see right panels of Fig. 5.2). In other words, the westward propagation is

characterized by the cjfcct'i'Uc beta {Jeff defined by

/2
{Jeff = {Jo + glil\h2V'y (5.40)

when taking into account the JEBAR-induced f10\\'; the aboye process is interpreted as

{Jdf redu~ed O\'er the ridge. As a result, the west\\'ard propagation speed of the ii-field

12

d

104
x

Figure 5.6. (Continued.)

8

trench 8 = 0.8

6

t
4

is decreased over the ridge (left panels of Fig. 5.2; Fig. 5.6a). This is why the h-field

of the eddy is steepened in the rear.

On the other hand, when a warm eddy (i.e., a lower-layer cyclone) ascends the ridge,

the \nIter column is compressed. The gain of the negative vorticity requires horizontal

divergence of the westward barotropic flow ad\'ecting the eddy front westward. This

pro~ess is also interpreted as the increased effectiYe beta Pdf' Accordingly, the westward

propagation of the baroclinic field is increased in the presence of the ridge (sec Fig. 5.3

and 5.6a). The above qualitative explanation is ~onfirmed by Figs. 5.6a and 5.6c. The

warm eddy appears to be accelerated over the ridge, while the cold eddy appears to

12108
x

64
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2 cold

o

t = 1.0flattrenchridge

Figure 5.7. Potential vorticity of the lower layer, q2 = f /h2, for the cold eddy of amplitude
/j = 0.8 in the presence of the meridional ridge (left), trench (middle) and flat lJottom (right).
Each panel shows 2 ::; x ::; 14 and -5 ::; y ::; 5. Contour interval is 0.05.

be decelerated over the ridge. The resulting phase shift increases with increasing the

mnplitude 0 (cf. Figs. 5.6a and 5.6c).

In the case of the meridional trench, similar arguments hold except for signs. There

fore, we only note some additional points. Figure 5.6b shows that the \\'aml eddy, \\'hidl

is retarded when it enters the trench (reasonable from the aboYe argument), experiences

rapid translation when it exits the trench. From Fig. 5.5, lye see that this is due to the

strong westward b,u'otropic flow genemted by JEBAIl. The \\'estern half of the trench

is equivalent to the eastern flank of the ridge in this regard. Considering the property

of the JEBAR forcing, the initial effect of the ridge on the \\'estward translation has

nothing to do with the dO\\'llstream shape of the topography. Consequently, a bottom

slope shallower to the \\'est (e.g., the east,ern flank of a meridional ridge or a "'estern

continental slope) behaves as an attractor to a ,yann eddy but ,L'; a repellor to a cold

eddy. Grimshaw et a!. (1994b) found the retardation of the westward migration of

cydonic eddies over a slope, which is consistent 'Yith the present results.

A simple insight into topography \\'ith respect to the 'Yestward motion may be

possible using a map of geostrophic contours of the 10\\'('[' layer, q2 = f /h 2 (Fig. 5./).

The ridge (trench) appears as a band of high (low) potential Yorticity. Then, for a cold

eddy, the ridge acts as an obstacle (left panels of Fig. 5.7), while the trench appears to

Figure 5.8. Available potential energy P (writ: 1 x 10-3), kinetic energy of the upper
and lower layer (K, and K2, respectively; unit: I) and the rate at which the available
potential energy changes, dP/dt (unit: 5 x 10-3) for (a) the cold eddy and (b) the warm
eddy of amplitude /j = 0.2 in the presence of the meridional ridge. The values of energy
are area-integrated. The dotted lines added to lines for P and tiP/ dt correspond to the
flat-lJottom case.

"roll up" the eddy front (middle panels of Fig. 5.7).

5.4.4 Energy conversion

When the barotropic flow is generated by the JEBAR forcing, the barodinic field

must be attenuated energetically by releasing the available potential energy. Fig. 5.8

shows this process for both cyclone (Fig. 5.8a) and anticyclone (Fig. 5.8b) propagating

over the ridge. Vole note that the effective damping time is found to be much longer than

1'-1 = 154 days; this is because we only assumed the damping term in the momentum

equations. The rapid decrease of the available potential energy over a limited period is

due to the emission of the barotropic waves above the varying bottom topography. The

converted kinetic energy decreases rapidly by both transmission through the unbounded

western boundary and frictional dissipation. The emission is intense when the eddy

exits as well as enters the ridge, as shown in Fig. 5.8a, and relatively weak when it

reaches the crest of the ridge. This is simply because the JEBAR forcing is strong

at the location where the gradient of the bottom slope is large. The duration of the
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Figure 5.9. Evolution of T/ in the presence of the meridional ridge: the cold eddy (left) and
the wann eddy (middle). The right panels show the solutiolls for the cold eddy !Jut without
topography. Each panel shows 2 :5 x :5 14 and -5 :5 y :5 5. Contour interval is 0.1. The
regions of negative values arc shaded.

t = 7.0

•~ '----------'

5.5 JEBAR on the quasigeostrophic motion

energy conversion is dift"crent between cold and mtrm eddies in accordance with the

period during which the baroclinic field passes the ridge, which is consistent with the

direction of the JEBAR-induced barotropic flows transporting the baroclinic field.

The present feature in the energy cOIJ\"Crsion resembles that of baroclinic instabil

ity (e.g., Chassignet and Cushman-Roisin, 1991). However, in the present case, the

barotropic and baroclinic modes arc coupled only "'ith a catalyst of sloping bottom

topography.

Bm'oclinic eddies of radius 100-200 km are ubiquitous in the world ocean; e.g.,

the "MODE" eddies in the Sargasso Sea (Freeland et aI., 1975) and the Loop Current

in the western Gulf of Mexieo [see the revie\," in Smith (1986)1. They appear t.o be

governed by the quasigeostrophic dynamics. We confirm the properties of JEBAR in

the C,lse of such smaller-scale motions using the quasigeostrophic equations (5.34) and

(5.35).

Consider a baroclinic eddy of radius L = 120 km and the other ambient parameters

arc the same as (5.36). Then, we have {J = 0.02, flo = 4.2 X 10-3 mId F = 9.6; which

satisfy the parameter regime (5.33) quite well. The baroclinic Rossby radius Ln is 38.7

km in the present section. We take B = 1.0 and F = 4.0 in (5.35); the latter "alue
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Figure 5.10. As in Fig. 5.6 but for the quasigeostropltic motions corresponding to Fig. 5.9.
The dotted line shows the flat-bottom case.

may be marginally valid but adopted to obtain a dear illustration of material lines.

The dissipation coefficient is chosen as K = 0.01 \\'hieh corresponds to the decay time

of 579 days. The meridional ridge (trench) and the initial values are

t = 1.5coldwarmcold

Figure 5.11. Potential vorticity of the upper layer, q) = ddF1J + By), corresponding to
Fig. 5.9. Each panel shows 2 :<:: x :<:: 14 and -5 :<:: y :<:: 5. Contour interval is 0.1. The regions
of nCl(ative values arc shaded.

(5.41)

12108
x

6

TJIl = ±1.5sedl(x - 8)

4

6

2

8

t
4

TJ = ± exp[-(x - 12f - y2J at t = 0, (5.42)

respectively (cf. Fig. 5.1).
Figure 5.9 shows the evolution of the baroclinic field TJ for both a cold and warm

eddy in the presence of the meridional ridge; the right panels show a cold eddy without

bottom topography for comparison. The zonal position of the eddy center, defined

by the maximum interface displacement, is plotted versus time in Fig. 5.10. The

evolution in the trench case is not shown because it is obtained by the quasigeostrophic

antisymmetry; i.e., x -> x, Y -> -y, 7j; -> -'1/', TJ -> -TJ and TJfI -> -TJfI· The
distributions of the barotropic field ~, are essentially the same as those in the planetary

geostrophic cases and not shown here (d. Figs. 5.2 ,Uld 5.3). The eddies suffer strong

asymmetry in slutpe over the ridge by the JEBAR-induced barotropic flows as in the

preceding section. The meridional ridge again repels the cold eddy and attracts the

warm eddy (Fig. 5.10), which is consistent with the results of Smith and O'Brien (1983).

The evolution of the material lines associated with the eddy in the upper layer is

shown in Fig. 5.11. Plotted arc the valucs of q\ = d\(FI7 + By). This figure is usefnl

for examining the meridional motion from the Lagrangian vie\\'point because water

and
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particles in the upper layer are frozen to the q,-contours (e.g., McIntyre and Palmer,

1983; Da"ey and I{illworth, 1984). It appears that the cyclone (anticyclone) drifts

nortlmard (southward) toward its "rest" latitude (cf. Dm'ey and IGllworth, 1984).

However, there is little indication of meridional shift in the baroclinic 1]-field. Thus,

the material center of the eddy separates from that of the baroclinic field as it passes

the ridge (cf. Figs. 5.9 and 5.11). Energy conversion process is quite similar to that in

the planetary geostrophic case and hence not shown here (see Fig 5.8). The available

potential energy decreases rapidly when the eddy passes the ridge. This process is

associated with the emission of barotropic "'aves with an infinite phase speed. Thus,

the topographic effects on the baroclinic eddies on this particular scale are similar

to those on the p!<tnetary geostrophic motions, indicating that the basic features of

JEBAR are scale-independent.

Freeland et al. (1975) carried out the field experiment to measure the eddy fields in

the MODE area by using nentrally buoyant floats and found the irregular phase shift

in the "'estward propagation of those fields. They suggested that even linear baroclinic

Rossby ,"aves may reproduce such phenomena if the topographic control is taken into

account. The JEBAR-propelling mechanism shown in the present experiment may

support their original suggestion. In reality, however, mechanisms such as mutual

induction (e.g., Flier! et aI., 1980) cannot be neglected.

5.6 Conclusions

We have investigated the evolution of both planetary geostrophic and quasigeo

strophic eddies in a t"'o-layer ocean with bottom topography. In particular, interpret

ing the interaction between a single, pure baroclinic eddy and a meridional ridge (or

trench) in tenus of JEBAR, we have shown that the westward upslope bottom topog

raphy acts as a repellor for a cold eddy and an attractor for a warm eddy due to the

JEBAR-induced barotropic flows. This causes phase shift in the westward motion of

the baroclinic field. The westward motion interpreted in terms of JEBAR is consistent

with the vortex-stretching argument.

It is also shown that, even without the advection terms in the governing equations,

the combined eff'ect due to baroclinicity and varying bottom topography explains the

meridional migration of the eddy; a baroclinic cyclonic (anticyclonic) eddy tends to

move northward (southward) with the aid of bottom topography.

JEBAR may excite barotropic waves (or flows) wherever a baroclinic field inter

acts with bottom topography. Therefore, localized topography may act as a source of

barotropic ""wes when JEBAR is in action. This sitnation is quite similar to sound

radiation from localized turbulent flows (cf. Lighthill, 1978). We suggest that the

barotropic ,,,,wes thus generated may contribute to short-term ntriations of west.ern

boundary currents (cf. SY). In principle, observing the barotropic wave signals near

the western bonndary may lead to the information of baroclinic eddies (topography)

in an open ocean if the information of the topography (baroclinic eddies) is knO\\'ll. It

is now known that the altimeter of the TOPEX/POSEIDOI\ satellite can measure sea

level with acenracy of a few centimeters (Fu et al., 1994). Despite various limitations

due to model simplification, the present analysis therefore suggests one possible way to

combine surface altimetry data with subsurface baroclinic fields. Actually, this mech

anism which is focused on in the present article may explain qnalitativcly the phase

speed of the baroclinic Rossby waves recently observed by the TOPEX/POSEIDON

satellite altimeter (Chelton and Schla:x, 1996) and the irregular excursions of the west
ward propagating MODE eddies (Freeland et aI., 1975).
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Classical Ocean General Circulation Theory
Revisited Using Layer Models

Toshihiro Sakamoto

PART 1

DISCOXTI:,l;OUS SOLl;TIOXS OF TWO
LAYER PLAXETARY GEOSTROPHIC

EQUATIO:\S

1. Discontinuities in the Sverdrup interior

Syrrorup dynamics is f('formula ted ha~prl 011 an
im'isdd/hypf>rholir systf'1l1 of two-layer plallf'tary
gf'ostrophic ("qnat.ions instf'arl of thp cOllyentional
"orticity approach. The integral cnnsen'ation laws
of momentlllll arf' introduced to invpst.igat.f' solu
tions which may indnrlp jump rliscont.innitif's SlIh

jpd only t.o thf' ('astern h0111ulary condition. An
oceanic front snch as a surfacing lint" and a closed
gf'oslrophir conlour is inlf'rpn~tf>(l as a "shork"

across which tlw following jump conditions clf'rin:-d
from Ihf'sP intf'gra-I constraints arf' satisfil"rl:

where p is the (nondinlPnsional) depth-indepf'ndput
prpSSllrf'. 11 I is thf' upper-Iaypr thicknf'ss. H is t hf'
total df'pth. f is thf' Coriolis parameter and L'I is
the upppr-laypr strl"amfunction. Thpsp may hp used
to determinf' suitable positions of fronls separaling
different drnamic;\l rf'glons if t.he interface strue
turf' for each suhdomail1 is specified. Sr,'era) exam·
pips c1eJllonstratp the applicahility of this approach:

Of particular intprest is the finite-depth "ersion of
Parsons' model. in which casp WP can ohlain t.hp rx
act solution for the surfacing linf' in contrast to tllp
asymptotic solut.ion dpri"ed by KalllPnkm'ich anel
Reznik (1972). It is also founrl that a surfacing line

for Parsons' modpl l which is the limit as H .- 00,

can totally be df'termined provided that the winel
forcing and thp past.ern houndary condition afe pre
scrihed, TIl(' pr('sput ill\'iscid/hyperholic pprsprc
tin' pliminalrs thl" nerd for tlH' sf'migeostrophic
condition 1ISNI in similar st.udies by Parsons (1969),
Veronis (1973) and Huang and Flier! (1987).

2. The two-layer extension of the Stommel
problem with outcropping: A numerical
approach

A two-tap'r planrt ary gf'ost,rophic lllodp) wit.h in

terfacial and hott.om frictions is PXamiIll"d numeri
cally. 'Ve ha\'p found a dass of solutions which are

rhtiradf'rizpd hy a viscous interior layf'f associalpd
with olltcropping. \Vhrll thp lowrr layer is ypry
t.hick, Parsons-type solutions are reproduced. The
nllmrric;\1 solutions are in gross qualitative agree·
ment with till" analytical solutions of I~amenkoyich
and Rf'7.nik (1972), although cOIl1IWnsalion seems to
hr imperfect near the western hOllndary {'\,{'n wlll"n
the total depth is ten t.inws thf' npper-Iayf'r thick
nf'SS. \;Vhetl the lower layer is moderate, namply.

as t.hick as the whole thermocline. t.he solutions
arf' characterized by t.he \·entilat.ed drrulation con
t.aiupd in thl? ullvent.ilat,ed pool. \Yhl"n th(' lower
layrr is thin l t.he ,'entilated and 1I1l\'pntilat,£'d circu·
lations arr sl"paratecl between which til£' suhmrrgf'd

layer is l)('rfrctly compensated. It. is shown that thl"
intl"rfarf' displacl"lIH'nt I)('tw('£'n th£' ollt.nop and the
pool inerf'asps as th£' hottom friction cOf'ffirif'nt de·
creases. implying a jump discontinuity in an in\'is
cid limit. \Yith sufficielltly strong winds, a part of
thr vf'lltilated circulation cannot rnter'thr westf'rn
hOllnnary lap"r to dose on itself in t.he eastern in
tl"rior. Thl"sf' typf'S of solutions (tlw moderatf' and
thin cases) cannot be con"red hy the so-called ,'en
tilated thermodine thpory n(','ploped in lhe 1980s,
This is primarily hpcausp the latter "modern" thp
ory assumes thf' tight thl"rmal interaction hl"twppn
the ocean and thp atmospherp implicitly; thp gyrp
cannot he dosPd np;\r the Wf'stf'rn coast. "'P also
suggpst that thp inviscid models for thp ,'pnlilatpd

thrrmodinr mar hr dl",'plopNI further hr taking
into account jump disconlinllilif's.

Appendix to Chapter 2. Numerical solution
to Parsons' model using TVD schemes

Varions TVD schemps are applied 10 a 1.5-laypr
planrtary geostrophic model and are sllccrssful in
reprpsl"nting the outcropping lower laypr nnmeri
cally. Two preliminary pxperimf'nts concerning thf'
p\'olntion of a concf'pt.ual plallf'tary Nld)' and tlH"
spin-lip of an f'quatorical oc-pan confirm that YPf'IS

(hoth symml"t,ric and upwind) schrll1Ps capt.ure the
propagation of a harodinic long Rosshy wa"p r£'a-

,sonahly wrll. It, is also verifiNI that t hr symmrt.
ric schrme is slightly morp diffllsi\'f' than t.hr up
wiud schpmf'. TIlf'se TVD schrmrs can r('producp
a suhtropical gyre with int.prior jrts: the numeri·
cal solutions are in good qualitativr agn'f'll1eul wit.h



Parsons' analyt.ical solution. Howpvpr, t.hr upwind
sdlf'me rrrats a spuriolls ovprshooting of the wpst
f'rIl houndary ClllTent when a coarse grid is Ilspd,
as has heen mpt hy the previolls workf'rs using thr
FCT algorithm. The Illlmrrical solutions with suf
ficipntly finp grids show that. the wpstern hound·
ary layf'f separatps at a higher lalitHdp compared
wit.h til<' analytical solution. This disagrpemf'llt.
suggpsts that the simple composit.ion of the western
honndary layf'f and interior layer, as prrformen by
Parsons (1969). does not providf' the correct. bound
ary layer sC'paratioll.

PART II

OTHER PROBLE:V1S

3. Potential vorticity homogenization in a
two-layer wind-driven gyre

A wind-driYell subtropical g")'rp with a frictional
WC'StHIl hOllndary current is investigatl"d using a
t.wo-Iayer qllasigeostrophic modl"l wit.hout t,hp ad
n'ct.ion of n"latin" ,·orticity. It is shown that. ho
mogl"nization of thp 10wpr-IaY1."r potplltial Yorticity
1]2 occ11rs whe-n til<' zonal advect.iye motion is so
rpt aniNI hy the harorlinic long Rosshy wavp that
information on 1]2 cannot. propagate pastward from
thl" w1."stPrIl houndary layrr. The southward Svpr·
drup flow simply advl"cts 1]2-contours to Il"ayl" a gap
which should hl" fillpd with uniform potent.ial vor
t.icity if t.hr direct ,·ort.icit.y inpnt. by til(' source tprm
rpll1ains small. Thpsp reqllirpII1cnts may he satisfied
proyided that

F2 <~, F2 62 « ~,

where F2 = Flo, 62 = 6/°c (F: t.he haroclinic ro
tational Froudl" 11l11nhpr, fJ: the boll,om friction co·
pfficipnt, 0: thl" rat.io of the me-an lower- t.o IIpp("r
layer t.hickness). It. is confirmed that t.his prf'dic
tioll agrees well with t.hl" numerical results. It is
also found that, t.his rondition is consist.pnt with
t.hl" st.ruct.ure of the viscous wpst.ern hOlln(lary layer:
\rhen F2 » 1, t.he bOllndary layer for q2 i, do..l)'
rel(\t.ed to til(' heat. equation and has the widt.h

O(F2-
1

/
26). Sinc(' it is narrower than the bonnd

ary current. of width 0(6), t.he interior distrihution
of 1]2 is st.rongly affpcted hy the boundary currpnt.
\Yhen Fz satisfil"s t.hr ahoyp illpqllalitiC's, however,
the qz-Iaypr hecol1lt"s wider than t.hl" houndary cur
rent, so that t.he uniform distrihution of 1]2 in the
int1."rior may be matchen with t.hp hound(\ry va111Ps.

4. Gyres induced by curl-free winds in the
tropics

A 2.5-laY1."r model is 1."xamint"d to proyielf' a ml"ch
anism which can gpnl"rat,e steady eqnatorial gyre::;

without nonlinearity e-V('ll if zonal winds ha,·p no
curl. St.pady di,'prgpnt. flows direct ly dri"rl1 hy t.hl"
zonal winds with t.hf' aiel of diapycnal dpnsit.y mix
ing produce "ortl"x stretching which appl"ars as an
pxtf'rnal forcing ill a vort.icit.y equation to inducf'
rot.at.ional harotropir flows in f'arh layl"r. This pro
cess always leads to rotational stackpd gyres how
pver small thp mixing cOPfficirnts may hr. This
nwchanism may he applil"d dramatically to possihlp
barotropic circulat.ions in the tropics. For easterly
winds , a 2.5-laypr rPIHl"sentation is a rl"asonable ap
proximation for t.he equatorial ocean bpcallse of t.he
l"f}uat.orialupwelling. In this case, the \,prt.irally in
t.egratpd transport may hp cyclonic if till" densit.y
mixing in thl" mieldlt" layf'r is so st.rong that thl" un
dercurrent ovprwhelms t.he surfacp jpt.. For westprly
winds: on thp other hand, the Ekman downwelling
allows t,o lise a 1.5-laY1."r moclpl as a het.ter simplifi
cation for the l"quatorial ocean: and hrnrp thf' cy
clonic gyrps are naturally obt.ained. In this way: we
1."xppct a pair of cyclonic harotropic gyres straddling
thp rquator regardlpss of t.llf' 7,onal wind clirf'ct.ion.
This surprising propf'rty is artnally ohserypd in t.llf'
spveral OGC:'-·! rpsnlt.s (P.g.. Sf'mtnpr and Holland.
1980: Philander alld Pacanowski. 1980; Lill et. al..
1994). We "'ggest, t.herefore, t.hat. diapycnaJ den
sity mixing is onp way 10 ext.ract. cyrlonic \'ortir
ity from t.he rotating solid parth which 1."st.ablishf's
a suitahle density stratification in acrordancl" with
tlw direction of zonal winds.

5. The concept of JEBAR:
Evolution of baroc1inic planetary eddies
over localized bottom topography

Thp COllCf'pt of JEBAR and its advantagr are
demonstratl"d in t,prms of a t.inlP·dppendpllt. proh
1("111 concerning more idpalist.ic situations, hpcallse
JEBAR still callSPs a lot of misleading llndrrst.and
ings. "Xulllerical f'xperimpnts hay!" hrPll conductpcl
t.o im'pstigal.p t.he l"volution of purp haroclinic rddies
IIsing t.wo-Iayer planpt ary gf'ostrophic f'quations in
t.he prrsl"ncp of localizf'(l hottom topograph,Y. It
is shown that. t.Jlf' pmission of harotropi(' flows (or
waves): wpstward fl.ccclpration and enl"rgy COIlvpr
sion occur when an pddy interacts with hottom t,o
pography. A lllpridional ridgp act.s as a rl"prllor for
a cold eddy and an at.tractor for a warm eddy (lue t.o
JEBAR-inducrd barot.ropic flows (or waYC's). which
is consist.t"nt wit.h the vort.icit..y argull1PuL This
lllf'chanism may proYid(' a possihlp explanat.ion not
only for thp glohal dist.ribution of t.he phas1." sppl"d
of harodillic Rossh)' wavf'S ohsH\'ed in the Pacific

. by t.he TOPEX/POSElDO:\ sat.ellite alt.imet.er but
also for t.he ahrupt changf' ill t.hr t.rajl"ct.oril"s of thp
west.ward propagat.ing harodiuic pddirs 0))5rlT("(1 in
t.he 1\ort.h At.lant.ic.


